Disorders of consciousness (DOCs
Introduction
Di sorders of consciousness (DOCs) affect an increasing number of people due to brain damage, often caused by traumatic brain injury, resulting in great human suffering as well as material costs to society. 1 These disorders are varied both in terms of the extent of the loss of consciousness, and in terms of the cognitive and emotional capacities that may or may not be preserved in the afflicted individual. Our understanding of these disorders has advanced remarkably in recent years, but uncertainty remains with respect to the diagnostic criteria and standards of care. One of the most serious problems concerns misdiagnosis. In one study of consensusbased diagnosis of patients with DOCs, 41% of cases of minimally conscious state were allegedly misdiagnosed as vegetative state, a condition associated with a much lower chance of recovery. This highlights the need for developing better diagnostic tools. 2 C l i n i c a l r e s e a r c h (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission tomography (SPECT), event-related potentials (ERPs), magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), increase researchers' possibilities to assess residual consciousness in these patients. 3 Three of the main diagnoses of DOCs are minimally conscious state (MCS), vegetative state (VS), and coma. Their distinction is often described in terms of two dimensions: wakefulness (referring to arousal and the level of consciousness) and awareness (referring to the content of consciousness and subjective first-person experience). 4 Patients who are in MCS can, as the name suggests, show some signs of awareness: "some MCS patients may retain widely distributed cortical systems with potential for cognitive and sensory function despite their inability to follow simple instructions or communicate reliably." 5 In contrast, the diagnostic criteria for coma exclude the presence of awareness and responsiveness as well as wakefulness. Coma is defined as a state of unarousable unconsciousness due to dysfunction of the brain's ascending reticular activating system, which is responsible for arousal and the maintenance of wakefulness. 6 The diagnostic criteria of VS likewise exclude the presence of awareness; however, these patients can move, open their eyes, or change facial expressions. By virtue of these bodily states and movements, VS is considered to be one of the most ethically troublesome conditions in modern medicine, since bodily states can be taken to be indexes of mental states, something that may cause psychological problems for the next of kin, and diagnostic doubts in the health professional.
Recent studies of DOC patients prompt a question that has ethical implications discussed below: is it accurate to describe patients with VS or coma as totally unaware of themselves and their environment? Or do some of those patients possess preserved mental abilities undetected by standard clinical methods that exclusively rely on behavioral indices?
The answer to these questions in part depends on what we mean by "consciousness." There are different views about how consciousness should be defined, yet a widely agreed view is that consciousness is not localized in any specific brain region, but is rather a system-level feature of the brain shaped by its structural and functional organization.
7 Individuals can be conscious at different levels, yet despite considerable empirical progresses in the classification and diagnosis of DOCs in recent years, a conceptual assessment of the different possible levels of consciousness that patients with DOCs may retain is still lacking (Evers et al, unpublished) .
The term "consciousness" will be used here to cover both wakefulness and awareness, but the discussion focuses primarily on patients' capacity for having firstperson subjective experiences, ie, on awareness.
The prospects of using neurotechnology to detect consciousness are theoretically and clinically promising, but the assumption of residual consciousness in DOC patients also raises ethical challenges. Below, some of those challenges are identified, and five ethical imperatives are proposed in terms of diagnosis, communication, interpretation of subjective states, adaptation of living conditions, and care.
Disorders of consciousness and communication
To date, fMRI is the most commonly used and one of the most promising tools to study DOC by virtue of its noninvasive nature, ever-increasing availability, relatively high spatiotemporal resolution, capacity to demonstrate the entire network of brain areas activated in particular tasks, and capacity to provide both anatomical and functional information of the scanned subject. Patterns of activity in the brain have been identified with fMRI that indicate a level of awareness in people suffering from DOC, suggesting a possibility of establishing some form of communication with them.
To provide a brief review of some of these studies: an early study recorded auditory evoked potentials in response to the patient's own name and to seven other equiprobable first names in 15 brain-damaged patients. The patient's own name was found to elicit a stronger cerebral response than unfamiliar names, suggesting that the patient could process auditory stimuli to a semantic level. 8 Stronger conclusions were drawn in a later study where a patient who met the diagnostic clinical criteria for being in a vegetative state appeared to retain the ability to understand spoken commands and to respond to them with brain activity. Specifically, the patient was asked to imagine particular tasks-playing a game of tennis, or moving through the rooms of her house starting from the front door.
One thought meant "yes," the other "no," and in this way a form of communication seemed to have been established. The authors of the study suggested that the patient's cooperation represented "a clear act of intention, which confirmed beyond any doubt that she was consciously aware of herself and her surroundings." 9 The reproducibility of the experiment suggested that neurotechnology could in some measure help us read the minds of patients who are behaviorally unable to communicate.
Similar results were obtained in a follow-up study where 54 patients with severe acquired brain injuries were scanned through fMRI: in response to the request to perform imagery tasks, five of them were able to modulate their brain activity by generating blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) responses which were judged by the researchers as voluntary, reliable, and repeatable. Additional tests in one of the five responsive subjects, a minimally conscious state patient, revealed his ability to correctly answer yes-no questions through imagery tasks, showing the feasibility of communication. 10 fMRI has also been employed to detect traces of awareness in patients who have been diagnosed with coma, revealing cortical responses to visual, auditory, and tactile stimulation. These responses were clearly stronger in cases where the levels of familiarity and relevance of the stimuli were high: familiar people, or direct addressing, evoked significantly stronger amygdala activation than unfamiliar people or neutral phrases.
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A similar study suggested that: "activity of the language network may serve as an indicator of high-level cognition and possibly volitional processes that cannot be discerned through conventional behavioral assessment alone." 12 However, brain activation per se does not necessarily demonstrate conscious (aware) processing: experiments in normal subjects using masked stimuli have shown that perceptual, semantic, and motor processes can occur without awareness. 13 We can infer from the neuroimaging assessment that particular areas of the brain are activated, but the significance of that activation for awareness remains problematic. For instance, a patient could be able to functionally process information without meaningfully processing it, in the sense that s/he is not able to attach a specific emotional meaning to the information or to attach the same meaning that a healthy person would. 14 It is important to compare passive stimulations (when the patient is not asked to perform a task) to active ones. It has been suggested that, "even a normal activation in response to passive sensory stimulation cannot be considered as proof of the presence of awareness in patients with DOCs. In contrast, predicted activation in response to the instruction to perform a mental imagery task would provide evidence of voluntary taskdependent brain activity, and hence of consciousness, in non-communicative patients." 15 So, the activation of a brain area is not by itself sufficient to conclude that the patient is aware, since such activation could be a case of, for example, passive stimulation reaction or implicit learning. 16 The problem could be countered by considering the temporal duration of the response. It has been suggested that the activation of the cerebral area in response to a specific task has to last at least 30 s. 17 When a response is repeated and lasts for the required time, it is possible to disentangle the cerebral activation related to a voluntary (re)action from unconscious reactions that are fleeting. 18 Furthermore, as suggested by the abovementioned experiments, correct yes/no answers to simple questions arguably confirm voluntary origin of the fMRI signal.
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Ethical and clinical implications
In conditions of uncertainty, where the measurements of residual consciousness in DOC patients are both conceptually and empirically complex, even a modest interpretation of the results has important ethical implications. The main ethical issues concern the possible suffering of the DOC patients and the present insufficiencies in diagnoses and treatment. Given the extent of possible misdiagnoses and their impact on medical decision-making, and, by extension, on patients' well-being, there is an urgent need to strengthen the development of new diagnostic tools and more refined diagnostic criteria. Insofar as the development of such tools will involve doing research on DOC patients, the question of their (in)ability to give informed consent will need to be addressed. 20 When new diagnostic tools become available, the moral notion of beneficence suggests that we use them to give all patients the possibility to be correctly diagnosed through them. Extending diagnostic practice is in part a question of priorities and depends on the available funds of the care-givers or hospitals in question. What is ethically right is not necessarily easy to apply in all circumstances; however, that is not an objection to the ethical principle but rather a reason to try to create favorable circumstances for its application, for example by reorganizing existing funds, or actively searching for new ones.
Another ethical issue in the realm of diagnosis concerns the diagnostic label that is used and the effects that the use of a particular label might have on the caregivers' perception of the patient and the care that is subsequently provided (or not). New diagnostic tools that refine diagnostic criteria-eg, allowing for residual consciousness to be present even in the absence of behavioral expressions detectable at the bedsidemay call for an adaptation of the diagnostic label. For example, the diagnostic label "vegetative" suggests the complete absence of consciousness that we assume in plants, a comparison that can be considered pejorative. And not just pejorative: it might promote not taking into account the interests of those who are in such condition, and thus do harm to some patients. Words shape perception, and perception is important in shaping how one decides to treat others, not least in clinical contexts. Moreover, in view of recent discoveries the comparison is misleading; this also heightens the risk of not taking the interest of these patients into proper account. The alternative diagnostic label "unresponsive wakefulness syndrome" 21 is increasingly used in health care today, but the label "vegetative" remains in use, in particular for those patients who have not revealed any sign of consciousness for an extended period of time. On clinical and ethical as well as theoretical grounds, this label should be abandoned. If some (any) level of awareness may legitimately be inferred from robust and repeated, durable results from communication efforts in which the patients succeed in responding to simple questions, then we have a moral obligation to try to develop the most promising forms of neurotechnological communication with those DOC patients. However, this obligation faces several ethical issues. The studies described above suggest a method by which externally noncommunicative patients can use their residual abilities to communicate by modulating their neuronal activity. Developing this method will, as mentioned above, likely involve research with patients for whom giving informed consent is problematic, maybe even impossible; an ethical issue that needs to be addressed, and, likewise, the ethical problem of respecting privacy, or integrity in cerebral communication with DOC patients who may be less able to select what they reveal compared with those using verbal communication. 22 Without denying the possible objections to and limitations of the inference of consciousness in these difficult contexts, beneficence calls for erring on the side of interpretational optimism, if at all. These patients are unable to express themselves overtly or behaviorally, which means that our attempts to establish brain-computer interfaces with them constitute their only possible means of communication. This is a desperate situation, and for the patient to be given the opportunity to communicate can be considered a fundamental right that needs no reference to ethical theory to be supported. If we admit that there are such rights at all, externalizing a DOC patient's inner voice arguably qualifies as one. And that creates our obligation to give DOC patients the opportunity to reveal high-level mental activity, which in turn could indicate mental capacity; in other words, to make every reasonable effort to use available neurotechnology to give them a voice, to communicate.
The clinical implications of these studies are immense. The suggestion of residual consciousness in patients with DOC has radical effects on decisions concerning both the type of care that should be provided, and the benefit of therapeutic interventions. Self-evidently, the admitted possibility of awareness in a DOC patient necessitates entirely different services, including continuous diagnoses and regular checks for signs of consciousness that without obvious behavioral signs would otherwise go unnoticed. In many hospitals, it is not current practice to regularly check consciousness in patients diagnosed with coma or VS once a certain time has elapsed, but the studies described above suggest a change of practice in this regard. DOCs are increasingly described as dynamical and changing states, not as static, immutable, or beyond hope. Assessment of cortical function may also in the long run help to identify patients who may benefit from interventional treatment, eg, deep-brain stimulation. 23 A serious consequence of diagnostic parsimony (whether as failure to refine diagnostic criteria, or to employ the full range of available diagnostic tools, or to continuously reassess the initial diagnoses) is that suffering may be ignored-as well as opportunities for pleasure. A hospital that no longer checks for consciousness in DOC patients will presumably not seek to assess
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their subjective states: the reason why hospitals do not continuously rediagnose their DOC patients is partly lack of funds, but also that they have ruled out the possibility of subjective experience in those patients.
Interpreting subjective states: pain and pleasure
Granting that a patient with DOC may have residual consciousness to the effect that s/he experiences subjective states, another question arises: how can we interpret the patient's experiences by observing brain activities? 24 This problem has been called the "neuronal-phenomenal inference." 25 In the clinical context of "reading the minds" of DOC patients, a primary concern is pain: whether s/he can or does feel pain, how this may be verified, to what extent health care professionals do in fact control for it, and what can be done in view of the results of such examinations.
Knowledge of pain perception in DOC patients has progressed in recent years, yet considerable uncertainty remains in this area. 26 Moreover, investigations have primarily focused on acute pain: "We do not know very well about possible chronic pain in these patients, particularly whether there is a sort of baseline pain or suffering... It is important to note that the two components of pain (nociception and suffering) are not necessarily connected to each other: the first does not always cause the second and vice versa, so that we could have pain perception without suffering, or suffering without pain perception." 27 In fact, some studies suggest that there could be nociception without suffering: that the body may process harmful stimuli without any subjective awareness of this, ie, without subjective suffering. 28 Logically speaking, if a patient has been diagnosed as being completely unconscious on every level, the question of suffering does not arise. Accordingly, the presence of pain or suffering would presumably not be clinically investigated-especially not in a context where priorities in health care are severe, eg, due to modest funding. In this manner, "DOC patients can be subjected to clinical neglect and nihilism: on the belief that nothing can be done for them, nothing is done for them." 29 A worrying perspective here is that the diagnosis of complete unawareness may be wrong: the patient might have undetected mental states and therefore might suffer from undetected pain. This is a nightmare scenario: not only is the pain undetected, but also the patient is unable to communicate it, s/he is imprisoned in suffering, and this situation may persist for a very long time.
Ethically speaking, this horror scenario is clearly unacceptable, but there is no simple solution. The possibilities of residual consciousness and pain perception in DOC patients strongly suggest that all available means for examining their subjective states, notably for pain detection, be employed. Depending on the results of these examinations, questions may arise concerning pain alleviation, or sedation. Providing all DOC patients with painkillers or sedatives "just in case" may seem a simple solution, but can in fact be harmful, eg, by decreasing an already limited realm of awareness to a point where it would go undetected even by neurotechnologically advanced investigations. 30 So there is a balance to be found between the risk of suffering and the risk of misdiagnosis, since reducing suffering with painkillers or sedatives may increase the risk of misdiagnosis. Another aspect to consider is the possible usefulness of certain stimuli to heighten the patient's level of awareness. Pain might conceivably have such an effect-but again, a tricky balance must here be found between the possible benefit and the risk of suffering in the patient. In severe cases of suffering, the question of withdrawal of care may also arise. The interpretational optimism recommended above in admitting the possibility of consciousness in a DOC patient need not support the option of prolonging life-sustaining care, but can also be taken to justify the withdrawal of life-sustaining care, thus hastening death. Sustaining the life of a suffering patient may be to do harm, even if it is done with good intentions. Attitudes and regulation between countries and cultures vary greatly in this regard.
The problem of assessing pain arises also in other clinical contexts. For example, the expression of pain in people with severe cognitive disorders such as severe Alzheimer disease or autism spectrum disorders often takes the form of "agitation" and may lead to pharmacologic intervention that violates principles of appropriate clinical care. In these contexts as well, undetected and therefore untreated pain increases disability, and decreases quality of life. 31 On the opposite side of this coin lies the domain of pleasure. Does the patient have residual consciousness on a level that allows experiences of pleasure? If so, how can we use this knowledge to improve the patient's well-being? C l i n i c a l r e s e a r c h As mentioned above, numerous studies suggest that the familiarity of a stimulus increases the response: a familiar person's voice, touch, or smell, evoke significantly stronger responses than stimuli from unfamiliar people, and direct addressing show the same difference compared to neutral phrases. Consequently, stimulation programs could be part of the nursing care for DOC patients, 32 and the use of personally relevant stimuli promoted. 33 It is not far-fetched to assume that the familiar sound, smell, or touch, say of a loved one, is not only more intense but also more pleasing than the neutral stimuli. However, as studies of the neuroanatomy of pleasure have shown, measuring the brain's pleasure reactions is not a simple task. 34 And familiarity must not be assumed to be pleasing per se: the patient's "intimates" may be persons whom s/he hates, or fears, and if so, the intense responses need not be pleasing at all-an extremely difficult situation to diagnose or handle for the caregivers.
Importantly, however, this introduces a contextual relevance for the next of kin, friends, and other people who are close to the patient. If the personal relationships are negative, their presence may be harmful to the patient, whereas if the relationships are positive, a potential demand on (or at least a motivation for) them arises to be actually present and participate in the caregiving, if only to provide the pleasures of familiar sensations (which is not a minor contribution). The relevance of loved ones to caregiving was perhaps never wholly absent, but the scenarios are quite different if the patient is assumed to be completely unaware of other people's presence, or if s/he is assumed to actually be able to experience them and react with pleasure (or displeasure) to their presence. In the latter case, the demands on people who are emotionally relevant in a positive way to be present and caring are likely greater. This holds obvious promises of better treatment and increased wellbeing for the patient, but there are also numerous social, emotional, and moral complications that need to be dealt with. A family member or friend may feel happy to know that the patient can feel her/his presence and enjoy it; on the other hand, s/he might also feel guilty for not being sufficiently present, for not doing enough to help. These feelings of guilt may increase with the knowledge that so much more could be donemaybe only by him or her-and perhaps even with positive therapeutic results in addition to the heightened quality-of-life aspect. The support and counseling of the patient's social milieu (family, friends, etc) will need to be adapted taking this new situation into account.
Conclusion
For medical, technical, and ethical reasons it is difficult to do research on DOC patients, but there is an ethical need to develop such research further. And this development of science and technology brings new ethical demands. Once we admit the possibility of finding residual consciousness in DOC patients that traditional behavioral diagnostic criteria are unable to detect, five ethical imperatives arise in terms of diagnosis, communication, interpretation, adaptation, and care: 1. Because of the serious problem of misdiagnoses, new diagnostic tools must be developed, such as a sensitive standardized neurobehavioral assessment scale that may help decrease diagnostic error or uncertainty. When such tools are available, we have an obligation to use them and to give all DOC patients the possibility to benefit from and be correctly diagnosed through them. 2. We have a further ethical imperative to employ and develop the most promising forms of neurotechnological communication with DOC patients who are otherwise unable to express themselves overtly or behaviorally, this being in principle their only available means of communication. 3. The assessment of detected residual consciousness in DOC patients, and (if applicable) the interpretation of their first-person experiences is a third ethical imperative, both in order to improve their communication, and in order to assess and understand the patients' subjective states of mind, notably in terms of experiencing pain and pleasure. 4. The ethical imperatives of proper diagnosis, communication, and interpretation jointly entail a fourth, namely that of adapting the living conditions of these patients, taking their possibilities of enjoyment or suffering into account and providing support for those who are close to the patient. 5. The question of whether life-sustaining care of a DOC patient should be continued or withdrawn must be seriously considered: the presence of subjective awareness in the patient can support either alternative, depending on the specific circumstances (such as whether the patient suffers).
It could be objected that, for the moment, relatively few cases of residual consciousness in DOC patients have been discovered, and therefore it would not be reasonable to extend the hospitals' and other caregivers' (eg, nursing-homes') responsibilities to meet these demands: the cost:benefit ratio would be unacceptable. The core idea in this objection is similar to one sometimes raised against the development of so-called "orphan drugs," targeted to treat unusual diseases, or of pharmacogenomic drugs tailored to suit genotypes: these are considered too expensive by some. 35 Of course, the cost:benefit ratio of new therapeutic cures may be difficult to determine in advance; even large investments in health care that initially have limited benefit (quantitatively, eg, by affecting few individuals, or qualitatively, eg, by having modest effects) may turn out to be very profitable in the long run, both in terms of reducing human suffering and in terms of reducing costs to society.
The ethical imperatives formulated above call for significant changes in the health care that is presently provided for DOC patients. Further research will be needed to provide this infrastructure adequately. Even if relatively few cases have yet been detected, many such patients may currently exist who remain undetected since it is not common practice to look for them. 
